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Reply to Referee 1. We indicate a referee comment with “Referee” and our response
with “Authors”.

Referee: I have a multitude of concerns with this work, and believe that the paper
should not be published in its current form. My primary one is that the “new” CLARRA
algorithm is almost exactly the same as the so-called “MIXCRA” algorithm of Turner (J
Appl Meteor, 2005). In fact, it is almost like the authors were trying to disguise this as
there is not a single reference to the MIXCRA paper in sections 1, 2, 3.1, or 3.2; yet it
is clear the authors know about MIXCRA because it is referenced at the top of section
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3.3. It is not clear what makes CLARRA different from MIXCRA.

Authors: Our main purpose is to inform instrument development by quantifying the
effect of instrument resolution on cloud property retrievals, which to our knowledge is
novel and within the scope of AMT. Furthermore, aspects of CLARRA are novel, includ-
ing formulations for matching instrument resolution for the cloud property retrievals, as
described in Section 3.1. Other novel aspects of this work include testing retrievals on
a wide set of simulations that are meant to be characteristic of the annual cycle of Arc-
tic clouds and atmosphere (based on previous work by the authors; including different
ice habits and vertically-varying clouds; Section 2) and quantifying the effect on the
retrieval of a range of errors in the instrument and atmospheric state (Section 4). We
have modified the paper throughout to make the purpose clearer.

Given our main purpose, we do not see similarities between CLARRA and published
work as a source of concern. The optimal nonlinear inverse method in CLARRA is sim-
ilar to MIXCRA (Turner 2005) and to other work, as cited in the submitted manuscript:
“The inverse method is similar to the method of Turner (2005) which has been used
to retrieve cloud properties from AERI instruments in the Arctic (Turner 2005; Cox
et al 2014). Similar inverse methods have also been used from satellite instruments
(L’Ecuyer et al 2006; Wang et al 2006).” To make this clearer, we have combined these
sentences and added references to Poulsen et al., 2012 (and L’Ecuyer et al, 2019, in
response to reviewer 2). Also, it should be noted that polar cloud property retrievals in
general build on a large body of published work, including work by the authors (Mahesh
et al 2001; Rathke et al 2002a,b).

We do not see the relevance of the MIXCRA paper to Section 2, which is based on
Cox et al, 2016, or to Sections 3.1 or 3.2, which we believe are largely novel to our
work (note that the revised manuscript is restructured somewhat following Reveiewer
2). However, we realize that our results and discussion section would benefit from
comparison to published work by Turner 2005 and others. Therefore we will add text
such as the following to Section 5.1:
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“We find that the retrievals lose sensitivity to COD between about 4 and 10 (see Sect.
5.2 below); in previous work retrieving cloud properties from downwelling IR radiances
in a similar wavenumber range, cut-offs of 4 to 6 were used (Mahesh et al 2001; Rathke
2002a,b; Turner 2005). Here, we constrain the retrievals to an optical depth of 10
and focus primarily on results for optical depths <= 4. The retrievals were found to
lose sensitivity to effective radius above about 50 µm (see Supplemental), which is in
keeping with Rathke and Fischer (2000) and Garrett and Zhao (2013), but differs from
the cut-off values of 25 µm used by Mahesh et al (2001) and of 100 µm by Turner
(2005).”

Because CLARRA has similarities to a variety of algorithms, it is beyond the scope of
this work to detail them all. However, we provide sufficient detail to determine differ-
ences by comparing our paper to the published literature. For example, differences
in CLARRA relative to MIXCRA include: 1) CLARRA includes a cloud height retrieval
(Section 3; the revised manuscript also mentions this in the introduction). 2) CLARRA
includes a forward retrieval that is computationally fast (Section 3.2). 3) CLARRA ac-
counts for gaseous emission at instrument resolution using a novel method (convolving
radiances and transmittances with the instrument lineshape; Section 3.1 in the sub-
mitted manuscript). 4) The optimal nonlinear inverse method in CLARRA uses the
Levenberg-Marquardt formulation, and uses the radiance as the observation (the vari-
able y in Rodgers 2000; R in Eqn (16) in the submitted manuscript). 5) CLARRA uses
temperature-dependent liquid water refractive indices (Section 3.2). 6) CLARRA is
written primarily in Python and calls DISORT directly from Python via f2py.

Referee: My second primary concern is simply: Is this paper really adding any new
knowledge? I presume that they are using observations in spectral regions that are
between absorption lines (these are often called “microwindows”), and the cloud prop-
erties in these microwindows are essentially unchanged. This allows the radiance to
be averaged from higher spectral resolution to that of the width of the microwindow; this
was done in the MIXCRA paper (see Table 1 in that paper). Indeed, the microwindows
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used in the MIXCRA paper are between 2 and 8 cm-1 wide, depending on the spectral
region. So while the MIXCRA paper didn’t specifically test retrievals performed at 0.5
vs. 4 cm-1, it already is showing the impact.

Authors: We understand the point that averaging over microwindows implies that res-
olution is not very important, but the issue is more complex because strong gaseous
emission lines bleed into the microwindows at coarser resolution, so that there is still
a need to quantify the effect of resolution. The reason microwindows are used is to
minimize the contribution of emission by gases. Gaseous emission lowers sensitivity
to cloud and enhances errors. At a resolution of 0.1 cm-1, in a microwindow of 4 cm-1,
the contribution from gaseous absorption lines outside the microwindow will be mini-
mal. However, as resolution gets coarser, the gaseous absorption lines bordering the
microwindow contribute more and more, decreasing sensitivity and increasing errors.
To design a lower-resolution instrument, it is essential to quantify these errors to de-
termine at what resolution they become important. We have added text similar to that
above to Section 3.1.

Furthermore, resolution affects the accuracy of cloud height retrievals, which in turn
affects the accuracy of microphysical cloud property retrievals, as discussed in the
manuscript. Thus, our paper adds new knowledge by quantifying how cloud-property
retrievals depend on resolution, from 0.1 to 8 cm-1. To make this more clear, we
increased the resolution range to 20 cm-1 and included more discussion of how cloud-
height retrieval accuracy affects the accuracy of microphysical cloud property retrievals.

Referee: [As a side note: the authors really do need to include a table on what mi-
crowindows are being used in this study.

Authors: A table showing the microwindows was included in the Supplemental and
discussed in Section 3: “Selected microwindows (see Supplemental) are similar to
those in Turner (2005) ...” We have moved the table into the main text, added a second
set of microwindows (see the response to the final comment), and added the relevant
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references.

Referee: In addition to the actual microwindows, if the microwindow is actually only 4
cm-1 wide, do the authors limit their spectral width of that “channel” to only or do they
include the absorption lines that exist on the sides of these microwindows? If they are
testing 0.1 cm-1 resolution, do they allow multiple “channels” within a given microwin-
dow, or only a single channel? Without this information, the results here cannot be
reproduced.]

Authors: Section 3.1 described calculation of radiances and transmittances (Eqns 1-8)
and states that they are then averaged within microwindows; these are then used to
compute effective-resolution optical depths (Eqns 9-10). For the observations (which
here are simulations), radiances are averaged in the microwindows. Using the equa-
tions and microwindows provided, our results should be reproducible. (Note that much
of Sect. 3.1 was moved to the Appendix, following the suggestions of Reviewer 2; we
also made changes for clarity).

Referee: The uncertainties assumed for temperature and humidity profiles in the re-
analysis (around line 355) are shockingly small. These uncertainties might be true for
a large average, but in a scene-by-scene way the errors will be much, much larger.
For example, if the reanalysis believes that the sky is cloud-free above the instrument,
there analysis may have developed a surface-based inversion that would not be there
in reality because of the cloud. An example of how the presence of a cloud modifies
the temperature profile beneath the cloud is given by Miller et al. JGR 2013 (which
includes Walden as a coauthor). Because clouds are so hard to represent properly
in large-scale models, I think the authors need to use more representative uncertain-
ties (e.g., many degrees for temperature, and at least 20% for water vapor) for the
temperature and humidity profiles, and show the impact of these uncertainties.

Authors: We believe use of the mean error is reasonable. According to Wesslen et
al (2014) the 95% confidence interval is within 0.3 K for temperature and within a few
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percent for humidity. Also, as noted in the text, bias errors in humidity or temperature
give similar results as considerably larger errors that vary in sign with height, which is
likely for reanalysis data (Wesslen et al, 2014). Finally, note that in addition to the mean
errors, we tested the effect on the retrieval of errors in water vapor as high as a 10%
bias at all heights. We have added retrievals for a temperature bias of 1 K, increased
error magnitudes in combinations of errors, and changed “typical errors expected” to
“biases” in the abstract. (Our main conclusions are unaffected).

Referee: The authors are using the far-infrared for several of their channels; indeed, us-
ing those channels are really important for discriminating the cloud phase (see Turner
et al. JAM2003 as well as Turner JAM 2005).

Authors: Yes. This point was published prior to these papers by Rathke et al (2002),
whom we reference:

Rathke, C., Fischer, J., Neshyba, S., & Shupe, M. (2002). Improving IR cloud phase
determination with 20 microns spectral observations. Geophysical Research Letters,
29(8), 50–1–50–4. http://doi.org/10.1029/2001GL014594.

Referee: However, water vapor absorbs strongly in the far-infrared, and if the PWV is
large enough the window will be opaque purely due to water vapor absorption. Thus,
the range of cloud optical depth that can be sensed depends strongly on the PWV; this
needs to be discussed in this paper.

Authors: This is a good point. We have changed Section 2 to clarify that the range of
PWV varied from 0.2 to 3 cm, which previous work has shown is appropriate for polar
regions. For this range of PWV, the far IR window was not opaque.

Referee: I think that the authors have missed a real opportunity to talk about how
the uncertainties in the retrieved products covaries (i.e., by looking at the off-diagonal
elements of the posterior covariance matrix). This was one of the shortcomings of
the MIXCRA paper, and expansion of that here would add some new insights to the
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community. For example, as the cloud emissivity moves towards unity, there will likely
be a high amount of correlated error between Reff,ice and Reff,liq. Ditto when the
cloud emissivity is small. How does the ice fraction uncertainty covary with the other
retrieved variables, especially in different areas of the solution space? A different
question along the same lines as above is this: does the accuracy and covariance
between the cloud properties change if the retrieval is configured to retrieve (total_tau,
ice_fraction, Reff_ice, Reff_liq) vs. (tau_liq, tau_ice, Reff_ice, Reff_liq)? The MIXCRA
algorithm was initially the first (in JAM 2005), but was changed to the latter (Turner
and Eloranta TGRS 2008) and showed pretty good results relative to the HRSL during
MPACE.

Authors: We agree that this would be interesting. However, it is beyond the scope of
the current paper. We will look into this in future work.

Referee: The authors really didn’t spend any time discussing the different technolo-
gies that could be used to provide these radiance observations, or why they would
be “cheaper” from the instrument that they assumed (which seems to be the AERI).
Radiometers using a finite number of channels with bolometers as detectors are one
possibility; there are many papers by the so-called “TICFIRE” project being run out of
the Canadian Space Agency that might be useful. But how important is the calibration
of cheaper systems like this?

Authors: We have added a few comments indicating additional design factors that could
be useful (Section 5.2). More in-depth discussion of instrument development is beyond
the scope of this work but is an important subject for future work.

Referee: The authors did show results if the radiance bias was 0.2 RU, but that is a
pretty small error – a more realistic error might be 1 or 2 RU. Do these results scale?
[For example, even with a carefully calibrated AERI, radiance biases close to 1 RU
have been reported – see Delamere et al. JGR 2010. It is hard to imagine that a
cheaper radiometer would have better spectral calibration than the AERI.]
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Authors: We have added retrievals for radiance biases of 0.5 RU (Supplemental) and
1 RU (main text).

Referee: Some more minor points:

How many streams are being used in DISORT? Fewer streams make the RT code
faster, but will decrease the accuracy.

Authors: This is a good point. We generally use 16 streams, but we had previously
used fewer for smaller particles (when only a few Legendre moments are needed for
the phase function), but after communicating with the DISORT group, we re-ran all
cases with 16 streams. This had a small effect on retrievals, and model errors are
lower. We have added text to the end of Section 3.3 indicating that DISORT is run with
16 streams.

Referee: Eq 18 is incorrect if gamma > 0. The correct formulation was originally pro-
vided by Masiello et al. QJRMS2012, but was also presented in Turner and Löhnert
JAMC 2014.

Authors: We use Eq. 18 because iterations are repeated until gamma is negligibly
small (<0.01). This is clarified.

Referee: “the ideal range for tau is between 0.4 and 5” (line 425). The authors really
should indicate how often this is expected to happen in the Arctic. The Cox et al. JAMC
2014 paper provides some information on this, at least for that site.

Authors: This is a good point. We will add text such as the following to address this:

To get a sense of how common such clouds are, Cox et al 2014 found that at Eureka,
Nunavut in 2006-2009, clouds with optical depths of 0.25 to 6 accounted for about 32%
of AERI measurements (17% when quality control procedures and a PWV threshold of
1 cm were applied; in this work PWV is as high as 3 cm).

Referee: Is there a minimum number of spectral microwindows that need to be used?
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Stated a different way, how do the errors in the retrieved cloud properties change for
different microwindow subsets?

Authors: This is an interesting topic. We have tested a second set of wavenumbers
and reported differences. We agree that further sensitivity studies along these lines
would be interesting; however they are beyond the scope of this work.

Interactive comment on Atmos. Meas. Tech. Discuss., doi:10.5194/amt-2019-216, 2019.
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